Diesel Problem Continued

A write-up for this diesel problem is available in our notes section of the web page (http://www.stat.purdue.edu/~bacraig/notes582). Your task is to read this document and evaluate it using the writing rubric (also available in the notes section). I’d like to see a score (integers only) for each rubric item. I’d also like five specific suggestions that you feel would improve the document (e.g., moving paragraphs or groups of sentences around, rewording of specific sentences, inclusion of graphics or tables).

When you read the document, you will find that the student was able to obtain answers to some questions he or she asked the client prior to analysis, but may not have obtained information on all the questions you think are important. This could also be something you’d want to mention in your suggestions to improve the document.

We will discuss the content, style, analysis, and prose in this Wed’s class. As before, please make two copies of your homework. You will hand in a copy of your rubric evaluation at the beginning of class and then we will discuss our scores during class.